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Abstract Automatic video summarization aims to provide brief representa-
tion of videos. Its evaluation is quite challenging, usually relying on comparison
with user summaries. This study views it in a different perspective in terms
of verifying the consistency of user summaries, as the outcome of video sum-
marization is usually judged based on them. We focus on human consistency
evaluation of static video summaries in which the user summaries are evalu-
ated among themselves using the consistency modelling method we proposed
recently. The purpose of such consistency evaluation is to check whether the
users agree among themselves. The evaluation is performed on different pub-
licly available datasets. Another contribution lies in the creation of static video
summaries from the available video skims of the SumMe datatset. The results
show that the level of agreement varies significantly between the users for the
selection of key frames, which denotes the hidden challenge in automatic video
summary evaluation. Moreover, the maximum agreement level of the users for
a certain dataset, may indicate the best performance that the automatic video
summarization techniques can achieve using that dataset.
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1 Introduction
Due to the recent advancements in multimedia technologies and widespread
use of internet amenities over recent years, the amount of video contents pro-
duced and their archives keep growing rapidly. Among the multimedia types
(such as text, image, graphic, audio and video), video is the most challenging
one as it combines all the other media data into a single data stream and it
is not easy to gain efficient access due to its unstructured format and variable
length [1]. This creates the need for succinct representation of videos in order
to browse it more effectively and efficiently. The limited storage space avail-
able also demands video summarization without losing significant information.
Video summarization aims to extract distinct key frames within a video, by
providing a representative summary with reduced file size.
According to Troung and Venkatesh [2], there are two kinds of video sum-
maries: Static video summary, which incorporates a set of key frames and
Dynamic video skimming, which consists of a set of shots extracted from the
original video [3]. The major benefit of video skimming is that the summary
includes both audio and motion elements, which enrich the emotions and the
amount of information delivered by the summary. It is also stimulating to view
a skim with an audio-visual component instead of photographic slides of static
key frames. In contrast, as static video summaries are not confined to timing
and synchronization issues, it is more pliable compared to sequential display
of video skims [3]. Moreover, static video summaries encompass both spatial
and temporal information (key events in a specific order) which enables the
user to rapidly grasp the video content, thereby reducing the computational
complexity for various applications such as video retrieval and browsing, nav-
igation and indexing [2]. In fact, the temporal order is usually not maintained
while the static video summarization is generated using clustering techniques,
but it can still be recovered by automatic ordering of extracted key frames
based on the frame index of the video summary. Therefore, we concentrate on
static video summaries.
Traditional static video summarization approaches lie under two major
categories: (i) Shot-based, where video shots are detected initially and then
key frames are extracted from each shot. Zhang et al. [4] proposed a shot
detection method based on image histogram which has been extensively used
for frame representation in the research community [5] [6]. (ii) Segment-based,
where the video is sliced into segments (may be a scene or combination of
one or more shots) and key frames are extracted from each segment. Yeung et
al. [7] proposed a graphical representation of videos by constructing a scene
transition graph where each node represents a shot and the edges represent
the transitions between the shots based on the visual similarity and temporal
locality [8] [9].
Various video summarization techniques are proposed in the literature,
incorporating color, motion and textual features. Though, audio carries signif-
icant information in a video, it is not always beneficial to consider the acous-
tic features for video summarization [10]. While end-to-end trainable deep
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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based bi-directional Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) model and multi-task learning [11,12] is proposed for image
caption generation and image retrieval tasks, the extracted features may be
used to represent the video frames for video summarization. In another study,
LSTM is used as a frame selector for unsupervised video summarization in the
generative adversarial networks (GAN) based on recurrent auto-encoders [13].
Moreover, deep CNN features [14,15], convolutional features integrated with
Prewitt and Sobel edge detectors [16] and Haar-like features [17] may also be
applied to represent video frames for effective video summarization.
However, video summary evaluation is challenging due to the lack of a
common evaluation strategy. According to Troung and Venkatesh [2], the ex-
isting video summary evaluation techniques can be grouped into four main
categories: (i) Result description [1], [18]: This is the most common form of
evaluation as it does not involve any comparison with other techniques; (ii)
Objective metrics [19]: Here the metric is often the fidelity function computed
between the automatic summary and the original frame sequence for the mea-
surement of the extent to which the former can approximate the latter. How-
ever, there is no experimental justification of how well the metric maps to
human judgement regarding the quality of the automatic video summaries;
(iii) User studies [20]: Here the evaluation employs user studies where inde-
pendent users judge the quality of automatic video summaries. Even though
this is the most useful and realistic form of evaluation, it is not commonly used
due to the difficulty in setting them up; and (iv) User summaries [3]: A novel
evaluation method called Comparison of User Summaries (CUS) is proposed
in [3] where the video summary is built by a number of users from the sampled
frames. Those user summaries serve as a ground truth for their comparison
with the automatic summaries obtained by different approaches.
Though there are many possible ways to summarise a video, the most
expected summary depends on the application and the desired length. Conse-
quently, the evaluation of those video summaries are tricky and usually sub-
jective. User summaries are widely used as a reference in [3],[21–24] for the
calculation of precision, recall, f-measure, and dice coefficient, for example, to
quantify the performance of the automatic techniques.
Among the video summary evaluation techniques, De Avila et al. [3] and
Mei et al. [21] compute the match between automatic and a user summary
using color features, Mahmoud [22] and Mahmoud et al. [23] integrate both
color and texture features, Sharghi et al. [25] use intersection-over-union (IOU)
similarities defined directly over the user annotated semantic vectors as edge
weights in order to find the semantic match. Kannappan et al. [26] incorporate
the Efficient Image Euclidean Distance (EIMED) for the search of matched
frames between the automatic summary and a user summary. We intend to use
our own evaluation method [27] due to its simplicity, reliability and efficiency in
identifying the more faithful matched frames through compatibility modelling
(which incorporates correlation and consistency estimation).
Though several evaluation strategies exist, our interest in this study is to
investigate the consistency of user summaries among different datasets and
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Fig. 1 Potential matches between User summary #4 (top) and the Overall trimmed Sum-
mary (bottom) of the video Cooking in the SumMe dataset. Arrows represent the refined
matches after compatibility modelling.
to evaluate the extent to which the users agree among themselves. It is not
the intention of the study to propose new methods to create a summary from
a given video, but to investigate how one summary can be better evaluated
against another. To this end, firstly we evaluate the user summaries using
the evaluation method proposed by Kannappan et al. [27]. The method is
composed of two main steps: In the first step, initial matches are obtained
between all the frames selected from the two different user summaries via
a two-way search using correlation coefficient for the measurement of their
similarity. Subsequently, consistency check is carried out where the inter-frame
difference between different user summaries are maintained, leading to the
identification and elimination of weak and false matches. To further reveal the
consistency between the user summaries, we also calculate as an indicator the
pairwise correlation between the number of frames chosen by different users.
In Fig. 1, 5 pairs of frames were computationally matched (using the first
step in our evaluation method) between user #4 and the overall trimmed
summary in the SumMe dataset. Though the first and the fourth pair of po-
tential matched frames seem to be semantically similar, they are not pertinent
matches as the frames differ in the orientation of the chef while cooking and a
change in the brightness of a scene respectively. Such false matches will clearly
distort and mislead the performance measurement, thus should be discarded.
Most of the existing summarization techniques evaluate using timestamps of
the key frames, in order to handle the inconsistent ground truth annotations,
however it will not be appropriate for certain videos with more frequent shots.
In this case, how to define the matches between the user summaries and au-
tomatically selected frames clearly plays a crucial role in revealing their true
performance. The term ‘match’ in this paper denotes two images/frames that
are the same. Those correct matches should maintain the difference between
the potential matched pairs of frames (obtained using correlation) in the in-
dividual user summaries as shown in Fig. 1.
To validate the consistency among the users, three publicly accessible
datasets are used. The experimental results do show that the level of agree-
ment between different users varies drastically and such maximum agreement
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level probably indicates the best performance that the automatic video sum-
marization techniques can achieve.
The main contributions of this study can be summarised as:
1. An investigation of human consistency to reveal the hidden challenge within
the video summary evaluation: (i) Consistency evaluation based on the po-
tential matched frames between different user summaries; (ii) Consistency
evaluation based on the refined matched frames using consistency mod-
elling; and (iii) Consistency evaluation based on the correlation between
the numbers of frames chosen by different users;
2. Static key frame creation from the annotated video segments of the SumMe
dataset (SM) in order to conduct experiments over them along with the
other two publicly available datasets.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details our human
consistency evaluation approach; Section 3 describes the performance metrics
used; Section 4 explains the method of key frame creation for the SM dataset
from the available video skims; Section 5 presents the experimental evaluation
using three publicly available datasets; and finally Section 6 draws conclusions
and indicates future work.
2 The Human Consistency Evaluation Method
Due to the lack of universal evaluation strategy for video summarization, the
evaluation is indeed demanding. Since the outcome of the evaluation is usu-
ally judged based on the user summaries, we thus examine in this paper the
consistency of those user summaries, so that it can reveal to what extent the
current evaluation methods are reliable.
For a video vi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n), N users were invited to manually select the
key frames uji = {ujj
′
i |j′ = 1, 2, · · · , aij}, where aij is the number of frames
selected by user j (j = 1, 2, · · · , N) over vi. A user summary uji has been
evaluated pairwise with all the other user summaries uki over all the datasets
used, in order to (i) retrieve the initial matches, (ii) refine the matches and
(iii) find the correlation between the number of frames chosen. These steps are
detailed in the following subsections.
2.1 Identification of potential matched frames between different user
summaries using correlation
Here, the potential matched frames are obtained using a two-way search from
a user summary uji to a user summary u
k
i and then back to user summary
uji again. The two-way search is implemented as follows: We use one frame
ujpi from the user summary u
j
i to search through another user summary u
k
i
for the most similar frame ukq
′
i and then use this most similar frame u
kq′
i to
search through the user summary uji for the most similar frame u
jp′
i . If this
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most similar frame ujp
′
i is the same as the original frame u
jp
i , then we consider
them as a match (ujpi , u
kq′
i ). This process continues for all the frames within
the user summary uji , leading all the matched frames ui(j, k) to be identified:
ui(j, k) = {(ujpi , ukq
′
i )}. The similarity C1i(p, q) between two frames ujpi and
ukqi is measured using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient as given in Equation
1:
C1i(p, q) =
n∑
r=1
(xpr − x¯p)(yqr − y¯q)√
n∑
r=1
(xpr − x¯p)2
√
n∑
r=1
(yqr − y¯q)2
(1)
where xpr , y
q
r are the intensity values of the r
th pixel of ujpi and u
kq
i respec-
tively, x¯p and y¯q are their mean intensity values. The benefit of the correlation
coefficient is that it reduces the comparison of two two-dimensional images to
a single scalar value between [−1, 1] [28]. A negative value of the coefficient
shows a negative correlation between the two images, a zero value shows no
correlation, and a positive value shows a positive correlation. The larger the
coefficient, the higher the similarity of the two images.
2.2 Refinement of potential matched frames using the consistency modelling
The matched frames obtained in the last section are not always reliable and
thus usually need to be refined. Hence, we believe that all the correct matches
should maintain the difference between the matched pairs of frames in the
individual user summaries. In contrast, such difference may not be maintained
for the weak and false matches.
To this end, a match (f(m), f ′(m))(m = 1, 2, · · · , |u(j, k)|) between two
user summaries (uj , uk) over a particular video is represented using two three-
dimensional histograms hm and h
′
m in the HSV color space for each matched
frame from each user summary, where 16, 4 and 4 bins were used for Hue,
Saturation, and Value respectively. Initially, we calculate the difference dml and
d′ml between any two matched frames (f(m), f
′(m)) and (f(l), f ′(l)) between
any two user summaries: dml = ||hm − hl|| and d′ml = ||h′m − h′l||. Then the
compatibility matrix C = {Cml} is calculated as follows:
Cml = exp (−s ∗ |dml − d′ml|) >= 0 (2)
where s is a stretch factor which controls how heavily the difference |dml−d′ml|
should be penalised and it was set to 25 in this paper based on the experimental
tests. The eigenvector x∗ of C corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue [29]
indicates the extent to which the frames are consistently matched.
x∗ = argmax
x
xTCx
xTx
(3)
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It can be computed effectively using the iterative power method [30] as fol-
lows: An initial vector x(0) is randomly generated over the interval [-1, 1] and
then multiplied by the compatibility matrix C to form another new vector
and the process continues until the difference between x
(t)
i and x
(t+1)
i at two
consecutive iterations t and t+ 1 is below a threshold of 0.00001, for example:
x(t+1) =
Cx(t)
‖Cx(t)‖ (4)
where ‖Cx(k)‖ denotes the Euclidean length of a vector. Finally, the rela-
tive consistency value xˆi of the match (f(m), f
′(m)) is calculated from x∗ =
(x1, x2, · · · , x|u(j,k)|) as: xˆm ← xm/xmax where xmax = maxm′ xm′ . If the rel-
ative consistency value xˆi is below a threshold δ, 0.6 for example, then the
match (f(m), f ′(m)) should not be treated as a correct one for the perfor-
mance measurement of those two user summaries uj and uk. It should be
noted that the stretch factor s and the threshold δ may be data dependent
and the setup of these parameters are detailed in [27].
2.3 Consistency evaluation based on the number of frames chosen by
different users using correlation
Different users usually select different numbers of frames from a given video
for their summary. In this case, the consistency between two users may be
measured using the correlation between the number of frames selected. This
measure has an advantage of easy implementation that does not involve the
difficult task of establishing frame matches. The correlation between the num-
bers mij and mik of selected frames by two users j and k over different videos
vi is computed as:
C2(j, k) =
n∑
i=1
(aij − a¯j)(aik − a¯k)√
n∑
i=1
(aij − a¯j)2
√
n∑
i=1
(aik − a¯k)2
(5)
where a¯j =
1
n
∑
i aij and a¯k =
1
n
∑
i aik are the mean number of key frames
selected by user j and k over all the videos respectively.
3 Performance Metrics
We adopt the widely used metrics such as precision, recall and f-measure [31]
for the evaluation of the performance of different users using the initial and
the refined matches obtained from Section 2, where precision determines how
many selected frames are relevant, whereas recall determines how many rele-
vant frames are selected. F-measure is the harmonic mean of both precision
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and recall, which reveals the accuracy of a user summary. The higher the
F-measure, the better the accuracy.
pi(j, k) =
|ui(j, k)|
aij
, (6)
ri(j, k) =
|ui(j, k)|
aik
, (7)
fi(j, k) = 2 ∗ pi(j, k) ∗ ri(j, k)
pi(j, k) + ri(j, k)
. (8)
where pi(j, k), ri(j, k) and fi(j, k) are precision, recall and f-measure between
a user summary uji and another user summary u
k
i over video vi respectively.
|ui(j, k)| is the number of matched frames between uji and uki , aij and aik
are the number of frames selected by user j and k over video vi respectively.
The consistency of user summaries are evaluated using the pairwise f-measure
between them as performed by [24]. The pairwise mean precision p(j, k), recall
r(j, k) and f-measure f(j, k) between two user summaries uji and u
k
i over all
the videos vi are defined as:
p(j, k) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
pi(j, k), r(j, k) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
ri(j, k),
f(j, k) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
fi(j, k). (9)
The mean precision p(j), recall r(j), and f-measure f(j) of a particular user j
against all the other users k are computed as:
p(j) =
1
N − 1
N∑
k=1,k 6=j
p(j, k), r(j) =
1
N − 1
N∑
k=1,k 6=j
r(j, k),
f(j) =
1
N − 1
N∑
k=1,k 6=j
f(j, k). (10)
From the metrics above, it can be clearly seen that the method used to
find the matched frames ui(j, k) plays a crucial role in the measurement of
the performance of different techniques. Thus, it must be accurately defined.
The incorrect matches will lead to inaccurate and misleading performance
measurement for different techniques.
4 Keyframe creation from the SM datatset
Initially, key frames are extracted for each individual user summary (from the
available video skims summarized by 15 to 18 different people, from which we
chose the beginning 15 users to make it consistent for all the 25 videos in the
SM dataset [24]), by sampling the middle frame from each skim excerpt of a
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Table 1 Extracted key frames from the video skims chosen by User #1 for the videos Eiffel
Tower.mp4 and Jumps.mp4 from the SM dataset.
User # Video Name Video Skims Extracted Key Frames
1 Eiffel Tower 1190-1394 1292,
2458-2606 2532,
3945-4130 4038.
1 Jumps 49-85 67,
306-361 334,
473-526 500.
video [2]. Here, we considered only the beginning 15 user annotations for each
video in order to ensure consistent evaluation. Subsequently, the overall user
summary (US) is created based on the votes of the users for each frame in
a video. Considering a video, an array of per frame votes is searched to find
regions of maxima with a magnitude greater than or equal to 8 (more than
50 %). The first frame of each such stretch is chosen as the key frame (in
overall US) for each varying user votes. In order to avoid neighboring frames
being selected, if the difference in index between the consecutive frames in the
overall user summary is less than 25, then those frames are not considered as
key frames, thereby are eliminated. Such a process leads to a non-redundant
overall trimmed summary (TS). Examples of the key frame creation from the
video skim (by user #1) excerpt and overall US & TS key frame creation for
the videos Eiffel Tower and Jumps are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
The number of key frames extracted from the video segment chosen by various
users, overall US and their TS for all the 25 videos are presented in Table 3.
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Table 2 Overall user summary (US) and Overall trimmed summary (TS) key frame creation
for the videos Eiffel Tower and Jumps from the SM dataset.
Video Name Frame # of Overall US # of Users Extracted The Frame Final Key Frame Selected (Overall TS)
Eiffel Tower 118 8 X
126 9
127 10
150 9 X
154 8
1216 9 X
1224 10
1233 11
1238 12
1242 13 X
1261 12
1268 10 X
1309 9 X
1325 10
1333 9
1348 10 X
1349 9
1365 8
4884 9 X
4900 8
Jumps 61 8 X
63 9
64 10
72 9
74 8
304 10 X
306 11
308 12
317 13
318 14
328 13
335 14 X
360 13 X
361 12
362 10
364 9
366 8
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Fig. 2 Key frames created for the overall user summary and overall trimmed summary for
the videos Eiffel Tower and Jumps in the SM dataset.
Fig. 2 shows the selected key frames from the videos Eiffel Tower and
Jumps, including the overall US and the overall TS. The first 2 rows with 20
frames depict the overall US for the video Eiffel Tower and the 3rd row with
8 key frames depicts the overall TS. Also the 4th and 5th rows with 17 frames
depict the overall US for the video Jumps and the 6th row with 4 key frames
depicts the overall TS. It can be seen that the similar frames are eliminated
based on the proposed process.
5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the consistency of user summaries using three
publicly available datasets captured by either professionals or amateurs. All
the experiments were carried out on a Intel core i7, 3.60 GHz computer with
8GB RAM.
5.1 Three Datasets Used
The first dataset was 50 videos selected from the Open Video (OV) Project [32].
The selected videos are in MPEG-1 format containing 30 fps with a resolu-
tion of 352× 240 pixels. The videos incorporate several genres (documentary,
ephemeral, historical, lecture) and their duration varies from 1 to 4 minutes.
Those videos were also used by [33,20,34,3].
The second dataset was 50 videos from the YouTube (YT) database, which
differ in color, length, motion and theme (eg., cartoons, news, sports, com-
mercials, tv-shows and home videos) created by [3] and their duration varies
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Table 4 Mean F-measure of the user summaries based on the potential matched frames for
50 videos from the OV dataset.
Mean F-measure
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.74
2 0.74 1 0.78 0.75 0.75
3 0.74 0.78 1 0.77 0.76
4 0.75 0.75 0.77 1 0.72
5 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.72 1
Table 5 Mean F-measure of the user summaries based on the potential matched frames for
50 videos from the YT dataset.
Mean F-measure
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.68 0.65 0.64 0.69
2 0.68 1 0.67 0.66 0.69
3 0.65 0.67 1 0.66 0.67
4 0.64 0.66 0.66 1 0.66
5 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.66 1
from 1 to 10 minutes. The user study conducted by De Avila et al. [3] for
both the OV and YT video datasets were used as ground truth summaries,
where the user summaries were created by 50 users, each one dealing with 5
videos, meaning that each video has 5 different user summaries, so in total 250
summaries were created manually [3].
Finally, the third dataset was 25 videos chosen from the SM dataset [24].
They are raw or minimally edited user videos (comprising holidays, events
and sports) and their duration varies from 1 to 6 minutes. The user study
conducted by Gygli et al. [24] over the SM dataset were used to extract key
frames from the video segments in which each video was summarized by 15
to 18 different people. However, we considered only the beginning 15 user
annotations for each video in order to ensure consistent evaluation.
5.2 Consistency evaluation based on the potential matched frames
The pairwise mean f-measure in Equation 9 over the potential matched frames
between different user summaries lie between 0.72 and 0.78 for the OV
dataset, 0.64 and 0.69 for the YT dataset and 0.43 and 0.50 for the SM
dataset which can be seen from Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. 5 respectively. The
overall means of mean f-measure are 0.75, 0.67 and 0.46 as shown in Figs. 3,
4 and 5 for the OV, YT and SM dataset respectively. Fig. 6 shows 5 different
user summaries of the video Hurricane Force - A coastal perspective, segment
3 in the OV dataset. Apparently, only the first and the last frame in user #5
and the 4th frame in user #1 are different. However, a careful observation of
the 7th frame in user #1 and user #2 respectively shows that there is also a
difference in the landscape but, it is considered as a match by the two-way
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Fig. 3 Overall performance metrics of the user summaries based on the potential matched
frames for 50 videos from the OV dataset.
Fig. 4 Overall performance metrics of the user summaries based on the potential matched
frames for 50 videos from the YT dataset.
search. Similarly, among the corresponding 3rd frames selected by user #1 and
user #2, the frame in user #1 is slightly different in the rectangular display
along with some background, which is again considered as a match by the
two-way search. These weak and false matches clearly lead to an optimistic
performance measurement of different users and thus should be eliminated
in order to obtain a more accurate and objective performance measurement,
which will be investigated below in Section 5.3.
Fig. 7 shows 5 different user summaries of a cartoon video in the YT
dataset. It contains 9, 16, 17, 10 and 16 frames for user #1, #2, #3, #4
and #5 respectively, which show the varying level of agreement between users
even among the number of frames chosen. Also, if we consider the actual user
summaries extracted by different users, they differ drastically. Suppose, if we
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Fig. 5 Overall performance measures of the user summaries based on the potential matched
frames for 25 videos from the SM dataset.
Fig. 6 User summaries of the video Hurricane Force - A coastal perspective, segment 3 in
the OV dataset.
consider user #1 summary (containing 9 frames), the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th
and 8th frames occur in all the other user summaries, whereas the 4th frame
is missing in those of user #3, #4, and #5 and 7th and 9th frames are missing
in those of user #4. Also a varying large number of frames are extracted by
users #2, #3 and #5 respectively. Fig. 8 shows 15 different user summaries
of the video Cooking in the SM dataset. Fig. 9 contains 6 frames as user
summary #4 (at the top) and 7 frames as overall trimmed summary (at the
bottom), in which the arrows show the corresponding 5 matches between them.
While considering both the number of frames and the actual user summaries
extracted by different users, only half of them agree among themselves which
reveals that the users’ agreement is better in the OV dataset compared to the
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Fig. 7 User summaries of a cartoon video in the YT dataset.
Table 6 Mean F-measure of the user summaries based on the refined matched frames for
50 videos from the OV dataset.
Mean F-measure
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.62 0.63 0.65 0.64
2 0.63 1 0.69 0.66 0.68
3 0.64 0.69 1 0.67 0.68
4 0.65 0.67 0.68 1 0.65
5 0.65 0.67 0.69 0.65 1
YT and SM datasets. This may be due to the professionalism and organization
in capturing the videos of the OV dataset, which leads various users to select
almost similar key frames. For the SM dataset, the correlation goes even to
negative (as shown in Fig. 14), because of the diverse content and amateur
quality of the videos.
5.3 Consistency evaluation based on the refined matched frames
The pairwise mean f-measure in Equation 9 based on the refined matched
frames lie between 0.62 and 0.69 for the OV dataset, 0.53 and 0.60 for
the YT dataset and 0.39 and 0.46 for the SM dataset which can be seen
from Tables 6 and 7 and Fig. 13 respectively. The overall means of mean f-
measure are 0.66, 0.56 and 0.43 as shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 for the OV,
YT and SM datasets respectively. It can be seen here that the performance
measures tend to decrease compared to those in Tables 4 and 5 and Fig. 5.
This is because they retain only the consistent strong matches between the
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Fig. 8 User summaries of the video Cooking in the SM dataset.
pairwise user summaries as shown in Fig. 10. The normalised eigenvalues for
the potential matches in Fig. 9 based on the normalized correlation coefficient
are 0.543164, 0.710773, 0.761488, 0.0533676, 1 respectively. The first and the
fourth eigenvalue (highlighted with bold font) is relatively small and indicates
that it is a weak match. Visually, the first pair of matched frames represents
a chef cooking in the kitchen, however the positions of the chef differ between
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Fig. 9 User summary #4 (top) Vs Overall trimmed Summary (bottom) of the video Cook-
ings in the SM dataset. Arrows represent the corresponding potential matches between
them.
Fig. 10 Consistent matches between User Summary #4 (top) Vs Overall trimmed Sum-
mary (bottom) of the video Cooking in the SM dataset.
Table 7 Mean F-measure of the user summaries based on the refined matched frames for
50 videos from the YT dataset.
Mean F-measure
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.58 0.54 0.55 0.60
2 0.58 1 0.56 0.57 0.57
3 0.54 0.55 1 0.53 0.55
4 0.55 0.58 0.53 1 0.56
5 0.60 0.59 0.56 0.57 1
the frames. Similarly, the fourth pair of matched frames represents the change
from darkness to brightness, while the chef was lighting the flame. Thus, it is
reasonable to eliminate both the matches.
5.4 Consistency evaluation based on the number of frames chosen by
different users using correlation
The pairwise correlation in Equation 5 between the numbers of key frames
chosen by different users is somewhat acceptable for the OV dataset, as their
correlation values lie between 0.51 and 0.80 as shown in Table 8 and can also
be observed in Fig. 6, where it contains similar numbers of frames. However,
the consistencies of the YT and SM dataset are much worse as their correlation
values lie between 0.10 and 0.85 for the YT dataset and -0.21 and 0.20 for the
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Fig. 11 Overall performance metrics of the user summaries based on the refined matched
frames for 50 videos from the OV dataset.
Fig. 12 Overall performance metrics of the user summaries based on the refined matched
frames for 50 videos from the YT dataset.
Table 8 Correlation between the # of key frames chosen by different users for 50 videos
from the OV dataset. Bold and Underlined values indicate minimum and maximum values
respectively.
Correlation
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.64 0.57 0.71 0.51
2 0.64 1 0.77 0.78 0.80
3 0.57 0.71 1 0.64 0.73
4 0.71 0.78 0.64 1 0.62
5 0.51 0.80 0.73 0.62 1
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Fig. 13 Overall performance metrics of the user summaries based on the refined matched
frames for 25 videos from the SM dataset.
Table 9 Correlation between the # of key frames chosen by different users for 50 videos
from the YT dataset. Bold and Underlined values indicate minimum and maximum values
respectively.
Correlation
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 0.29 0.70 0.85 0.72
2 0.29 1 0.39 0.10 0.21
3 0.70 0.39 1 0.71 0.47
4 0.85 0.10 0.71 1 0.66
5 0.72 0.21 0.47 0.66 1
Fig. 14 Correlation between the # of key frames chosen by different users with the overall
user summaries for 25 videos from the SM dataset.
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Table 10 Execution time t in seconds taken for evaluation of the user summaries based on
the refined matched frames for 50 videos from the OV dataset.
Execution time (t in sec)
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 61 54 49 50
2 53 1 60 56 55
3 53 60 1 51 52
4 45 52 51 1 45
5 45 52 52 45 1
SM datset which can be seen from Table 9 and Fig. 14 respectively, where the
bold and underlined values in the table indicate the minimum and maximum
agreement level between the users. These results of correlation performed on
the number of frames chosen by different users are consistent with those as
demonstrated in Section 5.2. It reveals that the user summaries of the OV
dataset are more consistent than those of the YT and SM datasets due to
their well structuredness and similar contents.
5.5 Different similarity measures
In this section, we investigate the impact of different similarity measures on
the establishment of the potential matched frames between different user sum-
maries. To this end, the cosine similarity measure was also considered. We tried
the cosine distance measure instead of the Pearson’s correlation for finding the
matches between the summary of User #1 and the overall trimmed summary
for all the 25 videos in the SumMe dataset. The experimental results are pre-
sented in Figures 15 and 16.
Figure 15 shows that Pearson’s correlation achieves a higher mean f-measure
of 0.45 than that of 0.43 by the cosine distance. This is confirmed by Figure 16
where while the former established 2 matches between the summary of v5 by
User #1 and the overall trimmed summary, the latter established only one.
These results justifies our decision of using the Pearson’s correlation for the
establishment of the potential matched frames between different user sum-
maries.
5.6 Computational Complexity
This work is devoted to the study of consistency of annotations, which is not
required for the day-to-day use of summarization, hence the run time is not an
issue. However, the establishment of the potential matches between two user
summaries (uji , u
k
i ) over a particular video vi through a two-way search have a
complexity of O(m2ijmik). The refinement of the potential matched frames has
a computational complexity of O(|ui(j, k)|2) where |ui(j, k)| ≤ min(mij ,mik).
Hence, the overall complexity of the proposed human consistency evaluation
over n videos is O(nm3). The evaluation is based on only a small set of key
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Fig. 15 Overall performance metrics of the proposed method with different similarity mea-
sures for 25 videos from the SumMe dataset.
Table 11 Execution time t in seconds taken for evaluation of the user summaries based on
the refined matched frames for 50 videos from the YT dataset.
Execution time (t in sec)
User # 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 88 74 71 83
2 89 1 81 68 89
3 70 83 1 58 71
4 68 69 59 1 64
5 78 86 69 64 1
frames selected by various users, the computational overhead will still be fea-
sible which can be seen from Tables 10 and 11 and Fig. 17 for the OV, YT
and SM datasets respectively. To evaluate the human consistency of each user
summary for 50 videos in the OV and YT dataset, it took on average 52.05 sec-
onds and 74.1 seconds respectively, whereas it took on average 38.6 seconds for
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Fig. 16 The found matched frames of the video v5 (Bus in rock tunnel) from the SumMe
dataset between the summary of User #1 and overall trimmed summary using Pearsons
correlation (top) and cosine similarity (bottom) respectively.
Fig. 17 Execution time t in seconds taken for evaluation of the user summaries based on
the refined matched frames for 25 videos from the SM dataset.
25 videos in the SM dataset. It revealed that the SM dataset achieves higher
computational efficiency due to its less number of videos and the OV dataset
performs efficiently compared to the YT dataset due to its short duration.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we investigated the human consistency evaluation of static video
summaries. How to identify the matched frames between the user summaries
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plays a crucial role for their performance measurement. The human consistency
is investigated from three aspects: potential matched frames, refined matched
frames and the number of key frames selected. The potential matched frames
are identified through a two-way search without involving any threshold, and
the similarity of two frames is measured using the Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient. The potential matched frames may not be reliable, so the consistency
between such matched frames is modeled through maintaining the difference
between such matched frames, leading the false and weak matches to be elim-
inated and the correct matched frames to be identified. While the establish-
ment of matched frames involves the challenging task of feature extraction
and matching, we further investigate the human consistency using pairwise
correlation between the numbers of frames chosen by different users. The ex-
perimental results based on several publicly accessible datasets reveal that the
users are usually not consistent among themselves. In comparison, the consis-
tency of the user summaries over the OV dataset is better compared to those
from the other datasets, due to its quality, predefined structure and similar
content. Therefore the following conclusions can be drawn: (i) The datasets se-
lected for performance measurement should be well structured. Otherwise, the
technique for video summarization cannot be expected to perform well. The
maximum agreement level of the users based on the refined matched frames
for any automatic video summaries evaluated using the automatic evaluation
method proposed by Kannappan et al. [27], for the OV, YT and SM datasets
are 0.66, 0.56 and 0.43 as shown in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 respectively. (ii) The
agreement levels among the user summaries may indicate the overall best per-
formance that the automatic techniques can achieve for video summarization.
(iii) The agreement level also indicates the complexity of the video contents
and if it is low, then it shows that the activities in the video may vary signifi-
cantly. These results reveal that the performance measures reported by [3], [22]
may be too optimistic and misleading.
Even though Gygliet al. [24] investigated the consistency of the human
summaries and shown the mean f-measures, 0.179, 0.311, ad 0.409, of the
worst, mean and best human summaries at 15% summary length for retrieving
video skim excerpts from the SM dataset, this is the first detailed, systematic
and comprehensive study focusing on the human consistency evaluation of
static video summaries over three publicly accessible datasets: OV, YT and
SM. It is interesting to note that the human agreement level of 0.43 in mean
f-measure over the SM dataset reported in this paper are inline with that
of the best human summary reported in [24], while the former has shorter
summary length than the latter. We wold extend this work to verify the human
consistency of video skims in the near future. Moreover, due to the availability
of multi-core CPUs/GPUs [35] and advanced optimization methods [36–38] in
scientific computer applications, we will further our work by enhancing the
proposed algorithm through utilizing the hardware resources for processing
large video data in the near future.
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